
THE US GOVERNMENT SHOULD PUT AN END TO HAZING IN

UNIVERSITIES

Now, their parents are launching a campaign to end these rituals across the United States. They are joined by the
parents of Max Gruver and.

The Piazzas have reached a settlement with the fraternity to end the civil legal action the family had sought.
The Piazzas talked about Tim Piazza, 19, a brother, son and Penn State sophomore who died in February after
he wa Tim Piazza and Marquise Braham told their parents they just wanted to make some new friends by
joining college social groups called fraternities. Hazing in educational settings has been around virtually since
education existed. New Mexico has also been exploring the idea. E this. Jonah Neuman arrives at Centre
County Courthouse for a preliminary hearing on charges regarding the death of Timothy Piazza in a fraternity
hazing incident at Pennsylvania State University. Hazing Prevention Ways to Stop Hazing Even a single
member has the opportunity to create an atmosphere that eliminates hazing. Robbins answered questions about
Greek policy and her book, which is out Feb. They contribute to school spirit, often have members in student
government and produce loyal, generous alumni after graduation. Be Willing to Amend Traditions The same
education methods may not work for every new member class. The brothers I spoke with want to change
campus rape culture, and I believe that enlisting fraternities to help lead campus efforts at sexual assault
prevention and awareness would go a long way toward improving the problem. The process of becoming a
member sometimes involves what is called hazing. But Nuwer said it would still be a useful measure if
universities enforced it with stronger sanctions. This is when current members force pledges, those interested
in joining, to take part in dangerous, abusive or possibly illegal activities. The groups hold parties and other
social events. So they might emphasize mixers, matches and interactions with opposite-gender chapters partly
because they feel pressured to couple up. Or will become the 50th year in a row that we must mourn? All five
pleaded not guilty. Reduce the Power Differential Between Members and Initiates Members of fraternities and
sororities do not have an innate desire to haze, but they are often placed in situations where they can exert
power over new members. Gruver at L. The RCCL hosts student leadership workshops that can be
incorporated into the new member education program. Barron shakes hands with Evelyn Piazza after
anti-hazing legislation named after her son Timothy Piazza was introduced in March. Indeed, though most
hazing involves alcohol consumption, requirements often include more direct physical harm. But it also
reflects renewed efforts around the country â€” in state legislatures, inside courthouses and on campuses â€”
to prevent the hazing injuries and deaths that have plagued college campuses for decades. Organizations
should consider multiple solutions to solving problems and use campus and organizational resources to
increase their creativity. When unaffiliated groups cause trouble, universities can still discipline the offenders;
in American University expelled 18 members of an underground chapter that engaged in disturbing behavior.
University President Eric J. Colleges and universities and court systems are cracking down on hazing more,
but will this help eradicate it from campus chapters? The most recent incident to hit national news was the
death of year-old Timothy Piazza , who died from internal trauma during a pledging event sponsored by the
Beta Theta Pi chapter of Penn State.


